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 As a result, a Hero Lab user could "play" the game with no effort at all. Once Hero Lab was purchased by Wizards of the Coast in 2007, the Hero Lab team put the Classic software on life support. Through the course of the 2010 holiday season, WotC began to phase out the Classic software. In 2011, Hero Lab Classic was released as a free web-based tool. WotC shut down Hero Lab Classic and
ceased to offer new features in late 2018. Newer games Pathfinder In 2010, Paizo Publishing released Pathfinder, which enables characters to be built for the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game using a free online tool. A "Core Rules" edition was released in 2012. The Pathfinder Social Edition uses a streamlined selection of the core rules, with the goal of allowing players to focus on game mechanics

rather than management. Pathfinder Unchained In July 2015, Paizo launched Pathfinder Unchained, a web tool for creating characters for Pathfinder. The tool runs off of the computer browser, does not require a standalone client, and allows access to real-time collaborative editing with up to four other users. Legend of the Five Rings Paizo announced that they would be releasing a free version of
Legend of the Five Rings Online, which will allow players to import their character data, stats and attributes from previous versions. Legends of Aerie Paizo created a free tool for creating characters for the role-playing game, Legends of Aerie, which uses a web-based tool with online collaborative editing. Races & Classes Race Builder The free web-based tool Race Builder allows users to select and
import as many pre-defined character races as desired. The free web-based tool Races & Classes allows users to select and import as many pre-defined character races as desired. Legendary Dungeon Paizo announced that they would be releasing a free web tool called Legendary Dungeon, which would have a free limited account option. D&D (3.5 edition) Paizo introduced two additional free online

tools for creating characters for the Dungeons & Dragons Roleplaying Game: D&D Character Builder allows users to import character statistics from previous editions of the game, which allow for a quick adjustment of skills or attributes. It was designed to quickly create characters for use in the free Pathfinder RPG. D&D Beyond (formerly Dragonbacker) 82157476af
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